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In this article, I present a critical review for the book Expert Failure by Professor Roger Koppl.
My review is divided into two parts. The first part is an introduction to Koppl’s theory of expert
failure. The second part encompasses my assessments about the merits and limits of the book.

Part I: An Introduction to ‘Expert Failure’ by Roger Koppl

In his book Expert Failure, Prof. Roger Koppl develops an economic theory of expert to explain
why experts may fail, that is, they give bad advice and lead to bad decisions, and how to prevent
such failure. In this part of my review, I introduce Koppl’s theory of expert failure and explain
how it is developed.

The core of Koppl’s theory of expert failure, in my view, can be summarized by its answers for
the following three fundamental questions.

Who are the experts?

Different from most of the existing works that define experts based on their expertise, Koppl
defines experts as “anyone paid for their opinions” (p. 8). Therefore, in Koppl’s theory,
expert is only defined in a social relationship and it does directly imply anything about the
expert’s expertise. As is clear below, this allows him to develop a theory in which experts’
reliabilities are endogenously determined by institutions.

What are they expert in? Or, how is knowledge divided in society?

The problem of experts exists only if different people know different things. Therefore, the
division of knowledge is at the center of Koppl’s theory of experts. Many of the existing
works tend to view the division of knowledge as a top-down hierarchical process and
assume that experts have undeniably superior knowledge in some fields. In sharp contrast,
Koppl treats the division of knowledge in society as a complex, non-hierarchical and
bottom-up process. All these characteristics emerge from the nature of the division of labor
due to specialization. Consequently, experts’ knowledge about any complex issue must be
incomplete and partial, given their limited scopes of specializations. While a variety of other
sources of expert failure are discussed in the book, Koppl views limitations on experts’
knowledge induced by the complex division of labor as the fundamental root for why
experts may fail.

How to reduce the chances of expert failure?
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Koppl’s general prescription to reduce the likelihood of expert failure is to restrict experts’
power. He believes that the lower the power of experts, the less likely expert failure occurs.
According to Koppl, experts may entail both epistemic and authority powers. The former
power can be limited by introducing competition among experts, while the latter power can
be limited by having the experts play an advisory role instead of deciding for non-experts.
The main arguments supporting this general prescription are two-fold. First, due to the
complex division of knowledge in society, each expert alone can hardly provide sufficiently
reliable advice. Second, poorly designed institutions may provide perverse incentives that
further distort experts’ advice.

To better understand Koppl’s theory and his prescriptions, it is helpful to place it in the existing
literature about expert failure. In this book, Koppl pointed out that the problem of expert failure
is studied in many disciplines, including economics, political science, history, philosophy,
forensic science, eugenics, etc. Yet, scholars in these disciplines barely communicate to each
other. Therefore, to bridge these separate strands of literature, Koppl conducted an extensive
survey of the past literature and tried to provide a unified framework to organize the existing
studies. Specifically, he proposed a two-by-two taxonomy, depending on whether the experts are
reliable or unreliable, and whether the non-experts are empowered or powerless. An expert’s
reliability depends on both her epistemic competency (e.g., the solidarity of her expertise) and
her neutrality (e.g., whether she is biased or corrupted). A non-expert is empowered if he can
competently override experts’ advice (i.e., he knows how to wisely select among experts), and is
powerless if he cannot. As for policy implications, a broad consensus of the existing studies is
that experts’ power should be limited if (a) experts are unreliable, or (b) non-experts are
empowered. Therefore, theories belonging to the (reliable, powerless) category broadly agree on
“the rule of experts”, that is, experts should decide for non-experts. Conversely, theories
belonging to the (unreliable, empowered) category broadly agree that experts’ power should be
limited to prevent expert failure.

A potential drawback of this simple taxonomy, as pointed out by Koppl, is that it might be
difficult to place a theory where the reliability of experts and the power of non-experts are
endogenously determined by market structures (i.e., institutional arrangements about incentives
and rules to both experts and non-experts). Koppl’s theory of expert failure belongs to this set of
endogenous theories, as it emphasizes the critical role market structures play in shaping both
experts and non-experts’ behavior and characteristics. Yet, for a large variety of circumstances,
Koppl’s theory implies the (unreliable, empowered) category. Therefore, his general prescription
is to limit the power of experts in both epistemic and authority dimensions. Throughout the book,
Koppl attempts to defend a central claim: experts are generically unreliable, and improper
institutions can make experts’ reliability even worse. The critical ingredient in his argument is
the complex division of knowledge in society, which is explained below.
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Koppl’s theory of expert failure is essentially an economic theory. Its conceptual framework is
based on a market for experts. In such a market, the trading commodities are opinions or
knowledge. Consumers on the demand side are non-experts (e.g., government officials,
politicians, CEOs, judges, voters, etc.) who rely on experts’ opinions to make payoff relevant
decisions. Producers on the supply side are experts who generate opinions or knowledge using
their expertise. As a widely recognized wisdom, market structure plays a critical role in
determining the behavior of both the consumers and producers, and thus market efficiency.
Therefore, market structures play a critical role in explaining expert failure in Koppl’s theory.

Consistent with the consensus among most economists, Koppl advocates competition as a
general prescription to prevent expert failure. Nevertheless, Koppl’s theory differs from the
classical economic paradigms in two important aspects. First, contrary to many stylized theories
in information economics (e.g., models for principal-agent relationship, sender-receiver games,
and credential goods), Koppl takes a very different view on how experts’ knowledge is produced.
Instead of assuming from the outset that experts possess undeniable superior expertise and
transmit their knowledge to non-experts in a hierarchical top-down manner, Koppl believes that
knowledge emerges from the highly complex division of labor due to specialization. Therefore,
the distribution of knowledge in society is complex, non-hierarchical and bottom-up. The nature
of knowledge and its distribution in society constitute the epistemic foundation for Koppl’s
theory of expert failure. Second, while competition is widely embraced as a cure for market
failure in many scenarios, Koppl warns that a ‘simple competition’ by consulting multiple
experts from very similar professions would not contribute much to preventing expert failure.
Koppl suggests three essential features of competition that are necessary for it to effectively
reduce the likelihood of expert failure. These features are rivalry, synecological redundancy, and
free entry. While rivalry and free entry are familiar among economists, the notion of
synecological redundancy seems relatively novel.

Chapters 5 to 7 of Koppl’s book encompass a comprehensive discussion on the nature of
knowledge and its distribution in society. In this regard, Koppl agrees with Hayek’s perspective
by viewing the division of knowledge as a complex spontaneous order that is non-hierarchical
and bottom-up. More specifically, Koppl argues that knowledge is “SELECT”: Synecological,
EvoLutionary, Exosomatic, Constitutive, and Tacit. These characteristics demonstrate the
complexity of the division of knowledge in various dimensions. Such complexity originates from
the nature of the division of labor due to specialization. As Adam Smith and Milton Friedman
have illustrated, the division of labor in society is so complex that no single individual can ever
produce a pencil on his/her own. The division of knowledge emerges from the division of
knowledge, and thus inherits the latter’s nature (e.g., complex, nonhierarchical, bottom-up) as
well. Koppl points out that the implications of such complex and non-hierarchical bottom-up
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division of knowledge have remained much underexplored in most social sciences.

Building on the complex division of knowledge, Koppl makes and defends three motivational
assumptions: (1) experts seek to maximize their utility, (2) experts’ cognitions are limited and
erring, and (3) incentives influence the distribution of expert errors. All these assumptions are
standard and familiar in the economic literature, yet Koppl pointed out that these assumptions
can be driven by various sources that many economists barely pay attention to. Assumption (1)
implies that experts’ advices or choices might be unreliable if their goals are different from those
of the non-experts. Assumption (2) implies that expert mistakes are intrinsically unavoidable.
Thanks to the complex division of knowledge in society, any expert alone can hardly provide a
sufficiently reliable opinion to solve a complex problem. Finally, assumption (3) implies that
market structures, which determine the incentives schemes for experts, can affect the types of
errors experts are likely to make. Taken together, Assumptions (1) to (3) imply that experts are
generically unreliable, and poorly designed market institutes can further exacerbate the risk of
expert failure.

Such generic unreliability of experts motivates Koppl’s prescription to conquer expert failure:
reducing the power of experts. As a conventional wisdom in economics, monopoly power of
sellers leads to inefficiency. A similar insight holds here: expert failure is more likely to occur
when experts have monopoly power over non-experts. In Koppl’s view, experts’ monopoly
power entails two dimensions: epistemics and authority. To reduce experts’ epistemic monopoly,
Koppl advocates a market structure that encourages competition among multiple experts from
diverse domains. To reduce authority monopoly, Koppl advocates a market structure where
experts play advisory roles, rather than directly deciding for experts. In a nutshell, Koppl
proposes (a) let experts compete, and (b) let the non-experts decide. The former is to prevent
epistemic monopoly, while the letter is to prevent authoritarian monopoly.

Along this logic, Koppl classifies market structures into four cells in a two-by-two matrix,
depending on whether experts possess monopoly power in either the epistemic or the authority
dimension. He concludes that expert failure is most likely to occur under the rule of experts,
where experts possess monopoly power in both epistemic and authority. Conversely, expert
failure is least likely under self-rule or autonomy, where non-experts make final decisions based
on advices from competing experts.

While “letting expert compete” is in Koppl’s view a general solution for expert failure, Koppl
argues that competition must entail at least three key elements to be an effective prescription.
These elements are rivalry, synecological redundancy, and free entry. The importance of rivalry
and free entry in maintaining market efficiency has been well recognized by economists and
other social scientists. Koppl notes, however, that the significance of synecological redundancy,
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that is, consulting experts from sufficiently different fields, has received much less attention.
This is because a ‘simple competition’ by consulting multiple experts from the same field does
not effectively solve the problem of epistemic monopoly. Experts from a same profession are
subject to homogeneous epistemic constraints and are particularly likely to make correlated
mistakes, which can in turn amplify the distortions of their errors on final decisions. Therefore,
to maximally avoid epistemic constraints and correlated mistakes, it is necessary to consult
sufficiently different experts with qualitatively distinct perspectives on a complex issue.

The importance of synecological redundancy seems to have already drawn substantial attention
in practice. In academics, multi-discipline research has become a worldwide fashion in the recent
decades. Various recent articles and books also alert for the harm of epistemic monopoly by
overly relying on experts from a narrow set of disciplines. For instance, Romer (2020) argues
that the “rule of economists” in policy making in the 1960s did not seem successful. He
criticized that economists were given too much power in deciding normative issues. Akerlof
(2020) points out that a salient limitation of contemporary economic research is its
methodological bias towards “hard” analyses (e.g., quantitative studies) relative to “soft”
analyses (e.g., qualitative studies). Such bias leads economists to ignore many important
questions that are difficult to approach with “hard” methods, thereby resulting in “sins of
omission”. Relatedly, Shiller (2019) points out that narratives play very important roles in
economic behavior, while most economists barely study them possibly because of the difficulty
in treating them in any existing economic models. All these facts seem to warn of the risk of
epistemic monopoly of economists and call for “synecological redundancy” in social science
research and policy making. For the practical policy making process for the COVID-19
pandemic, scholars and observers advocate that both scientists and politicians should work
together instead of excluding either party (Besley and Andres, 2020; Stevens, 2020).

All the above arguments establish that, to prevent expert failure, an ideal structure of the market
of experts must induce expert competition that satisfies rivalry, synecological redundancy, and
free entry. But how to design a market structure that practically implements these desirable
properties? This question remains challenging, as many details of a market structure may affect
its practical performance. This calls for the proper market design to reduce expert failure. He
advocates the methods of experimental economics to solve this market design problem for the
market of experts. Indeed, experimental economics has turned out to be a powerful tool for
market design problems in many contexts, including spectrum auctions, school matching, and
industrial policies (Friedman and Cassar, 2020).

Finally, Koppl applies his theoretical insights to raise an epistemic explanation for the failure of
central planning in large states (e.g., Soviet planning). In Koppl’s view, central planning regimes
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are an extreme form of the rule of experts, which grants experts monopoly power in both
epistemic and authority dimensions. Both sources of monopoly power invite expert failure
according to Koppl’s theory. Running a large society is undoubtedly an extremely complex task,
while experts’ knowledge is generally limited to their relatively narrow areas of expertise.
Central planning via the rule of experts essentially runs the society in a hierarchical top-down
manner. This, however, violates the nonhierarchical bottom-up nature of the division of
knowledge in society. Therefore, the Soviet-style central planning is most likely to end in
substantial expert failure.

Part II: Assessments

In this part I share my overall assessments about the merits and limits of the book Expert Failure
by Roger Koppl.

Merits. Koppl’s book delivers three important contributions that improve our understanding of
the nature of expert failure. First, it provides an extensive survey of theories of experts by many
past thinkers from a wide variety of disciplines. Remarkably, Koppl organizes these past
thoughts in a simple two-by-two taxonomy. His effort managed to bridge related insights in
different disciplines and provide a useful guide for interested researchers to navigate through the
enormous amount of studies on expert failure. Second, Koppl builds his theory on a general
conceptual framework: the market economy of experts’ knowledge. In such a framework, the
market structure plays a central role in determining the likelihood of expert failure. Therefore, in
contrast to a dichotomy view that treats experts as either reliable or unreliable, Koppl takes a
comparative institutional approach to study expert failure. He stresses that institutional
characteristics of the market of experts endogenously determine the types and behavior of both
experts and non-experts (although the book focuses mostly on the former). Finally, Koppl has a
very comprehensive discussion of the nature of knowledge and its division in society, which
yields the epistemic foundation of any theory of experts. Many of these insights, however, are
largely ignored by many social scientists (perhaps economists in particular) in their research. A
thorough reading of this part is very likely to inspire new research ideas on expert failure.

Limits. One of the central insights of Koppl’s theory of expert failure is that the market structure
endogenously determines both the reliability of experts and the power of non-experts. His book,
nevertheless, focuses almost exclusively on how market structure affects the supply side, that is,
the reliability of experts. Regarding the demand side, Koppl spends only two sections in his
Chapter 11 to briefly discuss the implications of market structures on the side of non-experts for
expert failure. Such unbalanced coverage seems to suggest that Koppl treats the supply-side as
the major source of expert failure. In what follows I argue that the power of non-experts may
play an equally decisive role in identifying the optimal market structure that limits expert failure.
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Therefore, in my point of view, the lack of an in-depth discussion of how market structure affects
the power of non-experts is probably the most critical limitation of Koppl’s theory.

In developing his theory, Koppl seems to implicitly assume that non-experts are empowered, that
is, they know how to wisely choose among experts and how to make best choices based on
experts’ advices. Instead of being born innately, all these abilities require effort to train. It is thus
important how market structures affect the incentives of non-experts to acquire these abilities and
thus become empowered. Following Downs’ rational ignorance argument, such incentives might
be particularly weak in elections or referenda because an individual’s influence on the final
decision outcome is almost negligible. Without the premise that non-experts being empowered,
Koppl’s advocacy for non-experts to retain the decision power seems questionable. After all,
what is the reason to believe that powerless non-experts can generically make better decisions
based on experts’ advices than letting possibly unreliable experts decide directly? Therefore, the
impact of market structure on the power of non-experts should be a critical element in
determining the optimal allocation of authority, that is, who should retain the final decision
power, experts or non-experts. This important aspect, however, is largely missing in Koppl’s
theory. Therefore, I believe that Koppl’s advocacy for non-experts to retain the final decision
power deserves more careful inspections.

Overall assessment. In a nutshell, I believe that Koppl’s theory of expert failure is a valuable
contribution to many disciplines in social sciences. It sharpens our understanding of the nature of
expert failure from the supply-side and informs us what can be done to prevent it. Moreover,
Koppl’s survey of past literature on the problem of experts and his discussion of the nature of
knowledge and its division in society are remarkably comprehensive and inspiring. Regarding
future research, I think Koppl's theory can be improved by incorporating more comprehensive
theoretical analyses for how market structures affect the power of non-experts. I believe that such
analyses will deliver valuable implications for the optimal allocation of decision rights between
experts and non-experts. Finally, I strongly recommend this book to scholars interested in the
governance of experts.
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